The augment of vowel-initial roots in Old Indo-Aryan consists in the vddhi grade of the initial vowel of the verbal stem. Although the origin of this feature can basically be explained in phonological terms, as described by Lubotsky (1995) and others, it is pointed out that the analogy of verb stems with full or lengthened grade root might have played a role as well. On the other hand, in absence of relevant forms in Avestan and Old Persian, the parallelism between the augment and vddhi-derivation has to be taken into account if we want to describe the augment of vowel-initial roots in the Old Iranian languages. It is argued that the vddhi-derivation in Old Persian was similar to the situation in Avestan, i. e. simple vowels were replaced by short diphthongs (not by long ones, as in Old Indo-Aryan) and this has to be assumed for the Old Persian augment of vowelinitial roots as well.
The augment of vowel-initial roots in Old
Indo-Aryan 1 1.1 Thanks to the abundant attestation of relevant forms and the teaching of the native Indian grammarians, the synchronic rule concerning the augment of vowel-initial verb stems in OIA is entirely clear. However, no augmented forms are attested that would safely permit us to describe the exact rule of this kind of augment in Av. and OP. In this paper, I will try to answer the question on the basis of indirect evidence, what the augment looked like in the OIr. languages in the case of verbs with initial i and u.
As is well known (see, e. g., MacDonell 1910: 315; MacDonell 1916: 122; Renou 1952: 250; Whitney 1993: 48;  cf. also Pāṇini 6, 4, 6, 1, 90) , the augment of vowel-initial roots in OIA consists in the vddhi grade of the initial vowel (e. g., 51, 3a; impf. aubjat RV 1, 85, 9d; 19, 4c) , which is synchronically irregular, if the general sandhi rules of vowel contractions are considered. The most convincing explanation of this phenomenon is the one given by Lubotsky (1995: 222-3, 227) following earlier treatments (such as AiG : 1, 318-9; Thumb 1959: 191-2; Mayrhofer 1986: 130 n. 134 ). Lubotsky assumes that following the loss of the intervocalic laryngeals (which probably occurred already in PIIr., cf. also Kümmel 2000: 2 with n. 3), the two adjacent vowels, the first of which was the augment *a-, were first combined to *ai°or *au°in PIIr. (PIA *a-Hi°, *a-Hu°> *a-i°, *a-u°> PIA *ai°, *au°), which could be pronounced either monosyllabic or disyllabic. Later, when the short diphthongs *ai and *au became monophthongized (*ai > e, *au > o), the augment was restored giving rise to "new" *aï°and *aü°with hiatus.
2 In a second wave, these vowel-combinations were contracted into the diphthongs ai°and au°and merged with the original, PIIr. long diphthongs *āi and *āu, which by this time had been shortened to ai and au. This particular treatment of the augment obviously results from the effort to preserve the augment of the verbs with initial vowel in a morphologically transparent form.
1.2
This development may have had analogical support from behalf of augmented forms of such present and aorist stems which were derived from roots with synchronically initial i (< *Hi) or u (< *Hu), but had full or lengthened grade root throughout and therefore had regular vddhi diphthongs as their augment: e. g., uṣ-(< *h₁eus-) 'to burn', pres. óṣa-(< *h₁éus-e-), 3s impf. áuṣat < *ušat < *á-Hauš-at < *é-h₁eus-et. These PIE stem types include the simple thematic present (R(é)-e-), the athematic acrostatic root present or "Narten-present" (R(ḗ)-/R(é)-), the athematic s-aorist (R(ḗ)-/R(é)-s-; later also the athematic iṣ-aorist as an OIA innovation), the thematic present with the unaccented suffix *-e/o-(R(é)-e-) and the causative (R(o)-é e-) with OIA guṇa or, in the case of the operation of Brugmann's Law, vddhi grade. We may imagine a proportional analogy 2 This assumption is supported by the occasional disyllabic scansion of ai°and au°of augmented forms in the R̥ gveda (cf. Lubotsky 1995: 223, 227) : áïcchaḥ 10,108,5a; aṻrṇoḥ 7,79,4d. On the other hand, such cases as dḷhny aubhnād 4,19,4c or samudríyāṇy ainoḥ 4,16,7c with a "missing" syllable have to be restored as dr̥ ḷhni aubhnād and samudríyāṇi ainoḥ with monosyllabic au°a nd ai°and not as dr̥ ḷhny aübhnād and samudríyāṇy aïnoḥ (the latter "restoration" would even yield a wrong triṣṭubh cadence).
which, even if, of course, not alone responsible, could contribute to the phonological development described above: e. g., zero-grade uṣ-: impf. áuṣ°= zero-grade ubh-: impf. X → X =áubh°.
This analogical process seems to be theoretically possible. 3 The only real objection to it might be that the actual attestations do not seem to support it. Namely, such augmented forms of the above mentioned present and aorist formations 4 that could be considered as the very starting points of the analogy are either sporadic or secondary or unattested until post-R̥ gVed. times (cf. Appendix). 5 In fact, there are only a handful of mainly thematic presents (cf. Appendix, 1.) that are relatively old, although their augmented forms do not occur in the RV or AV (they are attested either YV+ or B+). But since there seems to be no principled reason why such presents could not in fact have formed augmented imperfects earlier, I assume that their absence may simply be due to chance and that, even if it is strictly speaking not verifiable on the basis of our data, they (together with the imperfect of i-'to go' as per Renou, cf. note 1 above) could indeed have a role, albeit a relatively minor one, in the formation of the OIA augment of vowel-initial roots. 6 Now, since the OIA rule of the augment of vowel-initial roots could be interpreted as the outcome of an inner-OIA development resulting from a recent contraction of the adjacent vowels, such a general rule cannot be automatically assumed for OIr. Therefore the reasoning of such scholars who want to determine 3 Cf. already the short remark by Renou (1952: 30) that the augment of vowel-initial verbs "pourrait être analogique de la solution normale áit = *a-e-t, de I-" (i. e. áit < *a-Hai-t). Renou's view is criticized by Lubotsky (1995: 223) , who says that "as this analogy has led to the loss of opposition between full grade (*a-e-) and zero grade (*a-i-), Renou's solution does not seem probable". But one should not forget that even within the impf. paradigm of i-'to go' the opposition between full grade (*a-e-) and zero grade (*a-i-) was lost as the result of paradigmatic levelling. This levelling was probably supported by the accentual immobility of the imperfect, which consistently accented the augment (e. g., 1s yam : 1p áima) in contrast to the (amphikinetic) present indicative (e. g., 1s émi : 1p imás): namely, in the impf. active, on the basis of 1-3s *a-Hai-> *āi-, 3p *a-H-> *āy-, such forms as 1-3d, 1-2p *a-Hi-> *ai-were analogically transformed into *āi-. 4 No root with initial i and u forms a R(é)-e-present in OIA. 5 Remember that, as Narten (1964) has shown (and also the data listed in the Appendix confirm), the sigmatic aorists of roots with non-final i and u are in general innovations of Ved. 6 It is remarkable that, in comparison with the stem types treated above, augmented forms of stems with zero-grade root (type iccháti : áicchat) are already well established in Early Ved. (i. e. several times attested in the RV). Cf. also Bakyta 2008: 16 with n. 15 (however, I do not share the scepticism of Bakyta concerning the ablaut grade of augmented stems such as *é-h₁eus-, since in my view the augment was a post-PIE innovation, which never induced Schwundablaut in the verbal stem). is an isolated 3p middle imperfect, which was apparently created for the sake of transparency instead of the expected active form *āya < *āan (cf. the above mentioned 3p act., (°)āiša, which has another type of innovated ending). But the form is irrelevant in the present discussion in any case, because it probably contains the preverb ā-. The interpretation of the OP verb form f-r-a-i-š-y-m DB I 82+ frāišayam 'I sent (a messenger)' from PIE *h₁eish₂-'to strengthen, to drive' (LIV²: 234) is ambiguous. It may be the cognate of the Av. present stem išaiia-(part. pres. išaiiąs 'being prosperous' Y 50,9; cf. also Ved. iṣáyati; see Kellens 1984: 135; Gotō 1993: 129) with zero-grade root and could therefore be relevant to our problem (cf., e. g., Gotō 1993: 133) . 12 However, it still has to be left out of consideration, because its morphological analysis is ambiguous: it can theoretically be segmented either as fra-āišayam with long diphthong augment or fra-aišayam with a short diphthong.
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The 3s middle impf. a-i-š-t-t-a DB I 85 'took stand' comes from PIr. *a-hišta-(cf. YAv. hištǝṇti) < *a-sišta-< PIIr. *a-sti-štH-a-(cf. Ved. 3p middle atiṣṭhanta RV 1, 11, 6c) . In spite of the diphthongal reading of Kent (aištatā) and earlier editions (āištatā; see the apparatus of Kent) , it probably has to be read as a.ištatā (Schmitt 2009: 49; cf. Hoffmann 1975 cf. Hoffmann -1992 Schmitt 2008: 83 ) with a syllabic augment before the hiatus, which results from the loss of intervocalic h (a.i°< *ahi°).
2.3
The trouble is that the fricative h, although it disappears in a number of other contexts in OP (e. g., before u; cf. Brandenstein & Mayrhofer 1964: 42-3; Kümmel 2007a: 118, 369) , does not do so anywhere else before i.
14 On the other hand, it is well known (for the data cf. Kent 1953: 14-5) 
Following Karl Hoffmann (1975 -1992 cf., e. g., Werba 1991 cf., e. g., Werba -1993 Testen 1997: 582) , this orthographical practice (i. e. 〈h〉 instead of 〈h-i〉) has to be in-12 If it were connected (cf. again Gotō 1993: 133 on this possibility) to the YAv. causative°aēšaiia-(parā°'to spill' N 68), it would be the reflex of *a-HaišH-(and not *a-HišH-) with original o-grade and would be irrelevant in any case. 13 Although containing etymologically related material, OIA preṣayati (e. g., 3s impf. praiṣayat MBh 8,42,42c) from the root iṣ i -'to send, incite' cannot be immediately equated with OP frāišayam, since preṣayati is attested first in Ep. (Gotō 1993: 130) and is probably a late formation following the productive pattern of forming causatives. 14 A-u-r°(passim) a.ura-< *ahura-, which is frequently mentioned (e. g., Hoffmann 1975 (e. g., Hoffmann -1992 Schmitt 2008: 83) as a parallel to a.ištatā, cannot be taken into account in the present context, because *hu > u is regular in (Achaemenid) OP (see, e. g., Hoffmann 1975 -1992 Werba 1991 Werba -1993 Kümmel 2007a: 118, 369) . The absence of *〈h〉 before 〈u〉 cannot be explained orthographically (as done, e. g., by Testen 1997: 582) . 15 For the final 〈y〉 cf. Hoffmann 1975 Hoffmann -1992 somewhat differently Werba 1991 somewhat differently Werba -1993 142. Most recently, it has been explained orthographically by Schmitt (2008: 79) . 16 Explained as a kind of "Rückverwandlung" by Hoffmann (1975 Hoffmann ( -1992 .
terpreted phonologically, 17 namely by positing a Pre-OP sound change *hi > hǝ.
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Apart from a-i-š-t-t-a, the only early exception of this phenomenon is the name of the province Hindu (later also its ethnic derivative Hinduya), which is consistently spelled with 〈h-i〉 (
. 19 How can we explain these two exceptions, a.ištatā (instead of *a-h-š-t-t-a 20 ) and hindu-(instead
There have been various suggestions concerning these forms, but none of them seems fully satisfactory. 21 To explain all the relevant cases containing the Pre-OP sound sequence *hi, I tentatively suggest to posit two successive sound changes. Needless to say, this is only a hypothesis and further data would be most welcome to test its validity, especially since rule (1) and the exception to rule (2) are based on only one example each. The first change 22 is the loss of the fricative h between an accented á and an i. 23 The second one is the well known 17 And not orthographically, as maintained, among others, by Kent (1953: 14-5) , Prosdocimi (1967: 31) , and Schmitt (2008: 80 (e. g., Hoffmann 1975 (e. g., Hoffmann -1992 ; on the other hand, Schmitt (2009: 174) reads 3p act. hištanti "stellt sich"). (Kümmel 2007a: 369) that h was sporadically lost in intervocalic position in OP (on p. 117 the remark {sporad.} is missing!), which is descriptively true, but one would rather want to have a regular sound change. Prosdocimi (1967: 31) suggested that the reason might have been a preventive dissimilation to avoid a contraction "aha-> ā-". However, the reduplicative vowel was not a in this stem (cf. YAv. hištǝṇti). Of course, the assumption of a spelling error 〈a-i〉 in place of 〈a-h〉 is unsatisfactory as well. As far as h-i-d u -uis concerned, it has been suggested (e. g., Testen 1997: 582 n. 18 ) that its irregularity is due to the fact that it is a loanword in OP. However, lots of examples (e. g., *-si > -h-y) show that the change *s > *h preceded the change *hi > hǝ. Since the borrowing of OIA Sindhu-into OP must have preceded the change *s > *h, it must have also preceded, a fortiori, the change *hi > hǝ, therefore one would rather expect *hạ ndu-to be spelled as *h-d u -u-. 22 A similar rule was assumed already by Foy (1899: 14 n. 1; 1900: 284 n. 1; 1904: 508-13 ), but his conditioning (i. e. loss of h after all accented á [and "ą"]) is not correct, as shown, e. g., by 3s subj. ahatiy < *áhati. The 2s subj. form āhạ y (or simply ahạ y?) < *áhahi is probably due to some sort of haplology or dissimilatory loss of the first h in the sequence *ahah and subsequent contraction (cf., e. g., Schmitt 1989a: 70) . 23 That the conditioning a__i is not sufficient in itself is shown, e. g., by the pronominal form a-h-y-a-y-a. The feminine stem of this pronoun, *ahyā-was formed to a stem *ahya-that was change of i to ə after h 24 described by Hoffmann, but in my view, this change was blocked by an immediately following uvular nasal.
As regards a-i-š-t-t-a, for instance, it has been suggested
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( place; m. PN' : daurgahá-'descendant of Durgaha'. I assume with Kuryłowicz (1968: 309-10 ) that the same principle must have existed in the OIr. languages. Thus, it is inevitable to have a closer look at the process of vddhi-derivation in the OIr. languages.
3.2
The process of vddhi-derivation is relatively well-known in Av. (Darms 1978: 367-75; de Vaan 2003: 86-97) . In contrast to Ved., simple vowels were replaced by guṇa vowels and guṇa vowels in all probability by sensu stricto vddhi vowels (although the latter type happens not to be attested): e. -a-i-g-r-č-i-š : m-a-h- Kuryłowicz 1947 Kuryłowicz -1948 or it is an independent development of the two branches (as per Kuryłowicz 1968: 308-9) , which was based in the Iranian branch on the sound change PIIr. * > PIr. *ǝr (on which cf., e. g., Werba 1991 Werba -1993 Hoffmann & Forssman 2004: 90) .
tation is full of problems. First of all, the spelling of the word is generally taken to point to a long diphthong in the first syllable. However, it has to be born in mind that, since there are no 〈θ i 〉 and 〈θ u 〉 signs in the OP syllabary, the series 〈θ-a-i〉 could theoretically denote the short diphthong (θ)ai with "plene writing" (cf., as a parallel case, the gen. sing. čišpaiš [not čišpāiš!] of the i-stem čišpi-'PN Teispes' spelled as č-i-š-p-a-i-š in DB I 5-6 in contrast to regular č-i-š-p-i-š DBa 8). But, apparently, this possibility was adopted only in case of ambiguity, i. e. if homography was to be avoided (in the present case, there was homography with nom. sing. čišpiš, which was also written as č-i-š-p-i-š DB I 5; cf. Meillet & Benveniste 1931: 43; Hoffmann 1975 Hoffmann -1992 . Such a reason seems to be lacking for θ -a-i-g-r-č-i-š (cf., explicitly, Schmitt 2003: 36 n. 119 ; Lubotsky 2002: 199; Lubotsky 2012: 102-4; Tavernier 2007: 39) . He assumes that the name of the festival was *θigraka-, derived from *θigra-by the suffix -ka-. Finally θāigrači-was derived from *θigraka-by the application of the suffix -i-in connection with the vddhi of the first syllable. 32 The latter derivational process has a precise counterpart in the month-name bāgayādi-from *bagayāda-. If we trust in the reading of the word with a long diphthong āi, Schmitt's assumption directly implies that this long diphthong āi was the regular vddhi-replacement of i in the first syllable of the base word.
4.3
As an alternative explanation, I would like to raise the possibility that the first derivative was not *θigraka-, but *θaigraka-(i. e. suffix -ka-together with the vddhi of i, which consisted in ai), while the second derivative was in fact θāi-grači-with long diphthong āi (i. e. suffix -i-together with the vddhi of the short diphthong ai, which was āi). 33 This interpretation is based on the hypothesis that the suffix -ka-could be applied simultaneously with vddhi not only in OIA, but in OP as well. Lubotsky (2002: 200; cf. also 2012: 102-4) tries to revive the theory that the second part of the month-name rather contains the verbal root *či-'to collect', but his assumption that the missing of the expected -t-extension of the root is due to the fact that the word is a loanward from the Scythian language, which might have lost word final consonants at an early date, is clearly ad hoc.
A possible parallel for the vddhi-derivation ai : āi might be u-v-a-i-p-š-i-y-m DB I 47 uvāi-pašiyam, which is sometimes interpreted as a noun 'own property' derived by vddhi from the adjective u-v-i-p-[š]-i-y-h-y-a
DNb 15 uvaipašiyahạ yā gen. sing. 'own' (see, e. g., Brandenstein & Mayrhofer 1964: 149; cf. also Kent 1953: 177) . However, potential counterarguments were pointed out by Darms (1978: 373-4 and 513-4 n. 5 Therefore, we have to assume that even if it can be demonstrated that this phenomenon existed in OP, it has to be regarded as a parallel but independent innovation of the two branches that have it (cf. Darms 1978: 371) . In my view, nothing in principle seems to stand in the way of such an assumption.
It has to be admitted that the OP evidence is quite controversial. First, the noun meaning 'lancer', which is attested both as a simplex (a-r-š-t-˹i˺-k DNb 44, a-r-š-t-i-k XPl 48-49) and as the second member of a compound (u-v-a-r-š-t-i-k
DNb 44 'good lancer' with first member uv°< *hu°< *su()°; on its spelling in XPl 49 cf. below), is certainly derived from PIIr. *ští-'lance, spear' (cf. Ved. ṣṭí-) by the suffix -ka-. While the spelling of the simplex would in itself permit a reading with ār, ar or ạ r, the orthography of the compound 'good lancer' in the Naqsh-e Rustam inscription of Darius the Great (u-v-a-r-š-t-i-k) apparently suggests that the noun began with ār and thus vddhi was involved in its derivation (ārštika-). However, Hoffmann (1975 Hoffmann ( -1992 2, 633) pointed out that the compound is spelled without the medial 〈a〉 sign in the Persepolis inscription of Xerxes (u-v-r-š-t-i-k XPl 49), the text of which is identical to the Darius-inscription. Hoffmann thinks that the later spelling is the orthographically regular and correct one (uvạ rštika), while the earlier plene spelling has to be interpreted as reproducing the orthography of the simplex (i. e. u-v-a-r-š-t-i-k uv a 
ạ rštika along a-r-š-t-˹i˺-k ạ rštika).
All this would mean that the noun was ạ rštika (< *šti-ka-) in OP without vddhi in the first syllable. However, doubts can be raised against this interpretation, if one considers the fact that the Persepolis inscription of Xerxes is full of orthographic mistakes and aberrancies. 36 It does not seem to me advisable to base one's argument on the unreliable orthography of the Xerxes-inscription in this particular case either. I think it is possible that the noun in question was in fact ārštika derived from *šti-by suffix -ka-and vddhi 37 and the irregular omission of the 〈a〉 sign in the Xerxes-inscription is simply due to the model of the regular orthography of a parallel phrase three lines earlier: Wüst (1966: 50-1) plausibly suggested that it rather has to be interpreted as a derivative of the toponym *Kapiša/ā-(which is most probably related to OIA toponyms of North-West India [cf. Hoffmann 1975 Hoffmann -1992 To sum up, since the derivational process "vddhi plus suffix -ka-" might have existed in OP as well 40 and thus the alternative derivation *θigra-→ θaigraka-→ θāigrači-cannot be excluded, the month-name θāigrači-does not prove that in OP secondary nominal derivation the simple short vowel i (and by extension u) was replaced by the long diphthong āi (and āu). 4.5 Moreover, the assumption of the replacement of the simple vowels u (and i) by short diphthongs au (and ai) in OP vddhi-derivation finds reasonable support in the adjective skauθi-DNb 8-9+ 'weak' (cf. MP škōh), the opposite of tunuvant-'strong, powerful', the most convincing explanation of which is in my view still Hoffmann's idea (1975 Hoffmann's idea ( -1992 cf. Wüst 1966: 283-7; Colditz 2000: 167) , which derives the adjective from a reconstructible noun *skuθa-'humiliation' (from PIE *(s)ka-or *(s)ke-; cf., e. g., Ved. kavatnú-'humiliating'; Goth. hauns 'humble'; Werba 1997: 168; EWAia: 1, 326-7) by suffix -i-and vddhi in the first syllable.
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Conclusions
5.1
My conclusion is that the OP system of vddhi-derivation must have been exactly the same as that of Av., i. e. simple vowels were replaced in derivatives by guṇa and guṇa vowels probably by vddhi. To return to our starting point: as an indirect evidence, this means that OP augmented forms of verb stems with initial i or u had short diphthongs ai and au as their augment (e. g., 3s pres. ind. *isati, impf. *aisat from the unattested OP root *iš-, pres. *isa-< PIr. *(H)isa-< PIIr. *Hisća-< PIE *h₂is-sḱé/ó-[cf. the Av. cognate above and LIV²: 260]).
39 On the OIA (and PIIr.) suffix -ānī-, which mainly forms feminines from -a-stems with different shades of meaning, cf. AiG: 2.2, 279-281. 40 Another seeming example, the noun k-a-s-k DSf 37, 39 kāsaka (cf. Elam. ka-si-ka < OP *kāθika-?) 'semi-precious stone' is probably not derived from *kasa-vel sim. by vddhi and suffix -ka-. It is rather a loanword from some E-Ir. source and related to OIA kāś-'to be visible, to shine' (see Hoffmann 1975 Hoffmann -1992 EWAia: 1, 335 It has to be added that the Av. and OP system of vddhi faithfully preserved the inherited PIIr. rule of secondary nominal derivation (*i : *ai, *u : *au < PIE *i : *ei, *u : *eu). On the other hand, the OIA system of replacing i and u with so-called "long" (sensu stricto vddhi) diphthongs ai and au (< *āi, *āu) in the derivatives must be a secondary development, as shown by the scattered remains of the earlier rule in Ved. (cf. Darms 1978: 371-2 , where also dubious cases are listed), the most conspicuous of which is the pair bhiṣáj-'healer, physician' RV+ : bheṣajá 'healing; n. remedy, medicine' RV+ (< PIIr. *bhiša-: *bʰašaa-; cf. Av.°b iš-'healing'; baēšaza-'healing'; MP bizišk 'physician' < *bišaz-ka [Nyberg 1974: 48] ). 42 The triggering factor of the substitution of earlier guṇa vowels by vddhi ones, as argued by Kuryłowicz (1947 Kuryłowicz ( -1948 Alram, Blet-Lemarquand & Skjaervø 2007: 31-2) . While some scholars assume that the formation is of OIr. (e. g., Eilers) or even PIr. date (e. g., Bartholomae), others suppose that it cannot be earlier than the Early MIr. period (e. g., Henning) . An argument in favour of an early (i. e. OIr.) dating has been that such vddhi-formations ceased to be productive in MIr. (e. g., Alram, Blet-Lemarquand & Skjaervø 2007: 32: "it must date back to OP, when such formations were productive"). On the other hand, the absence of the vddhi-adjective *vāispuθri-(and 42 PIIr. *bhiša-has no cognates in other branches. If its *i came from *H (as tentatively mentioned by EWAia: 2, 264), it would mean that the formation of the derivative could not be earlier than PIIr. See also div-'sky' RV+ : devá-'god < *related to the sky, dwelling in the sky' RV+. However, in this case, the derivative is a preserved archaism of PIE date (cf. Arch. Lat. deiuos; Lith. diẽvas; etc. < PIE *deió-), which could be preserved intact, since its derivational relation with div-was not conspicuous any more. 43 Note that s and the consonant cluster hr (instead of h and s, respectively, i. e. *wihpus, *wāhpus) point to NW-Ir. (Parthian) origin (cf., e. g., Colditz 2000: 33) .
even of its base, the compound *vispuθra-) in OIr. sources 44 is remarkable and may point to a later formation, although it may also be due to chance, of course. Having all this in mind, I would venture the hypothesis that the vddhi-derivative *vāispuθri-of the compound *vispuθra-may have been formed in Late(r) OIr., when the derivational pattern was still productive, but short diphthongs were being monophthongized. The monophthongization of short diphthongs, which cannot antedate the time of Xerxes' reign (Hoffmann 1975 (Hoffmann -1992 Schmitt 1989a: 67; Schmitt 2008 Therefore, the formation of the compound *vispuθra-(and by extension the formation of its vddhi-derivative) cannot be dated exactly. 45 The early dating of the monophthongization to the period shortly before Darius' reign by Brandenstein & Mayrhofer (1964: 29) has to be rejected. 1, 6, 4, 5; 2, 5, 3, 1; samái/aidhanta TB 1, 4, 10, 7; PB 7, 10, 15; 8, 8, 14) . (c) óṣa-ti from the root uṣ-'to burn' RV+ (e. g., RV 1, 130, 8f) (Joachim 1978: 44-5; Gotō 1993: 125 with n. 35-40; Kümmel 2000: 127) .
Athematic iṣ-aorists:
(a) aindhiṣata ŚB 1,4,4,1; áindhiḍhvam ŚB 1,4,1,29: This is a late formation based on the secondary root indh-derived from the nasal-infix present of idh-'to kindle' (Narten 1964: 89-90 ). (b) edhiṣīyá, edhiṣīmáhi AV+: This is an isolated aor. opt. from the root edh-'to thrive', which appears only in the variants of a single mantra containing also the noun édhas-and therefore probably has to be regarded as a 48 As Narten has shown, roots with medial i and u (and ) "scheinen keinen alten sigmatischen Aorist zu bilden" (Narten 1964: 80) . 49 Assignment of the verb form to this particular root pace Lubotsky 1997: 316 (cf. parallelism of śráva áiṣanta 5d and śráva icchámānaḥ 1d).
